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On Georgia Sunset, pianist Joe Alterman pulls off one of the rarer feats in
modern jazz: he swings—hard. A passionate young jazz musician with roots in
Atlanta, Alterman is one of today’s foremost purveyors of feel-good music. With a
sound that’s rooted in the blues, and with a touch reminiscent of the great
pianists of the 1950s—Red Garland, Ahmad Jamal, Bill Evans—Alterman’s
playing cuts right to the chase. Before you realize how sophisticated a player he
is, your toes are already tapping. From the opening “Blue Moon,” it’s clear that
Alterman has been brought up in the School of Good Taste. His talents are
numerous: He hews closely to melody, respects silence and uses dynamics to
create tension and flow. It takes a mature outlook to pull this off effectively. Part
of that maturity has to do with the influence of his mentor, tenor saxophonist
Houston Person, whom Alterman met at New York University and who joins the
pianist on five of the 12 songs on this album. To hear them together is to hear
two good friends in conversation. On “For Once In My Life,” the duo dialogs with
soulful jazz licks and delicate repeated phrases, and on “Snake Eyes,”
Alterman’s no-nonsense accompaniment wrings every ounce of blues from
Person’s horn. As a soloist, Alterman’s playing is like the best kind of poetry:
honest and intuitive, yet laced with intricacy and full of meaning. Listen to his
playing on “How Deep Is Your Love” and his original composition “Georgia
Sunset” to get a true sense of his depth of feeling. Even more remarkable is the
fact that Alterman overcame a near-debilitating case of obsessive-compulsive
disorder to become the accomplished jazz musician he is today. As a result of
Alterman’s persistence, patience and dedication, he’s the owner of a smart,
graceful style that lays the foundation for a long, fruitful career.

